LINEN BATH TOWEL
EASY CRAFT

YOU WILL NEED
1m x 140cm wide linen or cotton linen fabric (200gsm dressmaking weight; washed)
10cm x 10-15mm cotton tape (for hanging), or 20cm for a longer hanging loop
Iron, pinking scissors, sewing machine (optional), pins and thread

INSTRUCTIONS
1. The standard size of a bath towel is 70cm x 135cm, so 1 metre of 140cm wide fabric will make
two near this size (including seam allowance). Buy washed fabric, or wash and iron it yourself
before sewing, in case of some natural shrinkage.
2. Fold 1.5cm of fabric twice all the way around your rectangle of linen (3cm total seam
allowance), pinning as you go. Iron the seam fold, with the corner seams square.
3. Stitch the hem in a short running stitch all the way around, making reinforcement stitches
along the seam folds at each corner. Note: sew in the hanging tape as you go (Step 4).
4. Sew in the hanging tape across one corner at the back of the towel by tucking each end
1.5cm under the seams. The tape will look like the base of a triangle to the corner point of
your towel. Alternatively, you could sew in a loop (20cm long tape), which will show like a
carry strap.
5. When you have finished sewing the entire seam, iron the towel and hang it in place!

Tips: You could make 2 matching hand/guest towels (or 4 tea towels) from an extra 1m of linen.
Add embroidery to your towel (e.g. a monogram), or a pattern (e.g. a mandala or stripes) with contrasting fabric
paint (test on a spare piece of material first).

Notes: Changing from conventional bath towels to linen (Turkish style towels) is surprisingly simple.
Ready-made linen towels are expensive, whereas making your own is as easy as sewing straight seams.
Linen is a sustainable resource, it's anti-fungal, anti-bacterial, quick drying and takes up less space in the
cupboard and washing machine. This makes it an ideal material to use in the home, as well as looking
luxurious and modern. Expect some natural softening and creasing with use, which is part of the appeal
of linen items.
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